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A Liebert® GXT Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) and Power Assurance Package Story

National Restaurant Chain Supports  
Expansion with IT-Ready Infrastructure

The Customer

A popular restaurant chain

?!
The Critical Need

Having nearly 200 locations and aggressive expansion plans, this restaurant chain needed a power protection solution to ensure 
business continuity in its new locations. The chain also needed to resolve an issue with UPS systems in existing locations that 
were improperly installed.

The Solution

Working with their channel partner, supported by the local Vertiv business partner, the company standardized on Liebert® GXT 
double-conversion UPS systems with integrated maintenance bypass and external batteries to achieve the reliability and 
availability needed by the growing business. In addition, the restaurant chain used the Vertiv™ Power Assurance Package for 
professional installation and ongoing service of IT infrastructure within each location.

The Results

	y Ensured continuous, high-quality AC power for new locations

	y Remedied a previous improper UPS system installation to cost-effectively achieve a 30-minute battery runtime for all 
locations, giving the company sufficient time to close out checks and terminals in the event of a power outage

	y Removed the burden of infrastructure installation and maintenance from in-house resources, allowing the company and its 
people to focus on continued growth

The Vertiv Way

Many of the world's largest retailers rely on products and services from Vertiv to support their digital transformation and 
maintain business continuity. Vertiv enables standardized IT edge solutions for stores and distribution centers, saving 
companies deployment time while optimizing data center performance and simplifying overall IT management.


